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Welcome
Island of Ireland Forum
Navigating the perfect storm
Airmic is going places fast.
Like many other organisations, our shift over
the last several years to being a virtual, as well
as physical, association resulted in a dramatic
expansion of digital services such as webinars,
roundtables and podcasts.
As a result, our membership has continued
to grow rapidly even during the pandemic,
and we are now pivoting back to a programme
of in-person workshops and events as well
as digital.
Airmic has a presence in the Island of Ireland through a small but
vibrant community of engaged and active members in Northern
Ireland and the Republic, who are eager to share their perspectives
on everything from emerging risks, to difficulties in the ongoing hard
insurance market, to captive formation and management.
The increasingly digital future gives us an opportunity to work with
these communities more than ever before and, in October 2022, we
will seize the moment to gather in person with our first ever Island
of Ireland Forum. Join us as we continue to strive for transformation
in risk management and insurance over the course of this one-day
event, which is supported by Brokers Ireland and Insurance Ireland.
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Programme
08.15 - 09.00

09.00 - 09.15

Registration & Breakfast

Welcome

The Reserve

The Banking Hall

This breakfast is sponsored by Lloyd’s.

Julia Graham
CEO
Airmic

09.15 - 09.45

Keynote
The Banking Hall
Dara Calleary was appointed in September 2022
as Minister of State for trade promotion, digital
and company regulation at the Department of
Enterprise, Trade and Employment. Embracing digital
transformation and the potential offered by emerging
technologies is vital. The adoption of new technologies
will also help to maintain an innovative and resilient
enterprise base. This is essential as we work to ensure
the delivery of high-quality jobs and employment
opportunities for people across the country. Digital
technologies can also help businesses as they navigate
unforeseen disruption - building resilience in the face
of disruption can help provide a degree of security
for both businesses and citizens in uncertain times.
Minister Calleary will speak about his plans for the Irish
business environment and as part of this, the future of
the Irish insurance market.
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Dara Calleary
Minister of State for Trade Promotion,
Digital and Company Regulationat the Department
of Enterprise, Trade and Employment

This will include Ireland’s strength as a global
insurtech and fintech hub and the Government’s
commitment to an educated and diverse
workforce.
Island of Ireland Forum
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09.45 - 10.30

Kathryn Benjamin

Navigating the perfect
storm

International Marketing Manager
Riskonnect

Stephanie Ogden

The Banking Hall

Managing Director, UK and Ireland
HDI Global

The Perfect Storm is a true story written by Sebastian
Jurgen about the 1991 “storm of the century” created
by three weather systems colliding. The expression
‘perfect storm’ was coined by Jurgen as the title for his
best-selling book. Since then, the concept of the perfect
storm has been used to describe scenarios where
factors converge to create seismic events at the frontier
of change.
Humanity has always been faced with naturally
occurring risks and man-made risks arising from
business decisions and behaviours. The difference now
is that the intensity, velocity and connectivity of risks
is becoming the norm – leading to transformational
change and a more turbulent world. The pandemic,
climate change, events in Ukraine and the economic
double hit of rising interest rates and concurrent
inflation have forced organisations to rethink how they
keep up with the speed of new risks emerging, how
the profile of known risks is changing, and how risk
management and insurance practices need to adapt.

Paul Doyle
Managing Director
Marsh Ireland Ltd

Adam Reed
Managing Director leading the Large
& Complex Risk team
Howden

Kate Browne
Chief Operating Officer
McGill and Partners

10.30 - 11.00

Networking Break
The Reserve

This break is sponsored
by Generali.

www.airmicforums.com
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A. Breakout Sessions
11.00 - 11.45

A1. Insurance workshop

The impact of geopolitical
instability on insurance
The Banking Hall

Benoît Waltregny
General Counsel
Lloyd’s Insurance Company (Lloyd’s
Europe)

Catherine Cyphus
Head of Resilience UK&I
Marsh Advisory

From navigating the uncertainty of a different
relationship with Europe, to the global disruption of
the Covid-19 pandemic, to Russia’s invasion of Ukraine,
organisations have well and truly entered a new age of
interconnected threats, with those interconnections
often poorly understood. The domino effects on
energy costs, supply chain disruptions and loss of
valuable assets will pose a unique set of challenges
to building resilience for businesses, governments
and communities. This session will look at how the
insurance industry has responded to these events,
what is in the pipeline and how the industry can remain
relevant in an age of potentially large politically related
losses.

A2. Risk workshop

Moving beyond enterprise risk management in a volatile
and connected world
The Guinea
The challenges of recent years have taken risk
management from the back of stage into the spotlight.
However, newly developing or changing risks, which we
collectively term emerging risks (risks that are difficult
to quantify and whose potential impact is not easily
considered), need different tools and techniques, and
the knowledge and skills to use them. This panel will
consider why this is important, along with some of the
tools available and how to use them in order to inform
decision-making and investment. We will to explore
in an interactive way the need to join the dots and to
ensure we challenge our thinking.
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Judith Wylie
Senior Lecturer, Department of Acc,
Finance & Economics
Ulster University

Keith Smith
Senior Risk Consultant
Barnett Waddingham

Jane Galvin
Senior Risk Consultant
Barnett Waddingham
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A3. Captive workshop

The captive formation
experience
The Florin
This session will discuss the process for recent captives
established for property & casualty and employee
benefits purposes.

Mark Cook
GB Leader for Integrated Services
and Solutions
WTW

Patrick Loftus
Captive & Insurance Manager
Sofinsod Insurance DAC

Trevor Madden
Managing Director
WTW Management (Dublin) Limited
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B. Breakout Sessions
12.00 - 12.45

B1. Insurance workshop

The growth of, and challenges for, cyber insurance
The Banking Hall
Cyber risk is a critical concern for organisations globally
as use and dependence on data and digital devices
expand. Threats from network intrusions, malware
and phishing activity continue to grow. The insurance
industry is in a unique position to add value by helping
those they insure to mitigate cyber risks and to provide
recovery services and solutions. Some observers think
cyber insurance has no future, whilst others predict
continued growth in a market which increased by over
50% in 2021. This session will look at the growth of
cyber threats, unpack the claims experience of insured
risks, and examine the state of the current cyber
insurance market and the viability of its future.

Jano Bermudes
Managing Director, Head of Cyber
Risk Consulting
Marsh Risk Consulting

B2. Risk workshop

The importance of achieving operational resilience
The Guinea
As the world moves beyond the acute phase of the
Covid-19 pandemic, and into an era defined by other
rapidly emerging and disruptive risks ranging from
geopolitical disruption to macroeconomic instability,
companies are asking themselves what lessons can
be learned from the last several years. How can
preparedness and agility be improved? What role
can national governments play in setting standards
and encouraging greater resilience? And which risks
affecting people, processes and systems are likely to
rise up the risk register over the coming months?
This session featuring Travelers and BELFOR will
look at both the theory and practice behind incident
preparedness and recovery.
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George Ong
Head of Corporate Governance and
Chief Risk Officer
Northern Ireland Water

Neil Healy
Major & Complex Loss Operations
Director (UK & EIRE) and Head of
International Operations
BELFOR

Tony Hetherton
Branch Manager
Travelers

Brian Reilly
Senior Risk Control Consultant
Travelers
Island of Ireland Forum
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B3. Captive workshop

Solvency II reform and
regulatory opportunities
The Florin
This session will debate Solvency II reform and
regulatory opportunities in the jurisdiction as
discussions continue at EU level regarding potential
relief for captives.

Jelto Borgmann
Head of Captive Services
HDI Global SE

Derek Bridgeman
Risk Consulting Practice Leader
SRS Europe

Darren Maher
Partner, Head of Financial Institutions
Group
Matheson

12.45 - 13.45

Networking Lunch
Restaurant

Driving transformaon
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C. Breakout Sessions
13.45 - 14.30

C1. Insurance workshop

The power of insurance
reform
The Guinea
Although a mature insurance market, like its peers,
the Republic’s legislative and regulatory landscape
will have to continue to reform in order to remain
relevant and pertinent to its citizens and business.
From rebalancing consumer rulings, to constructing a
properly competitive landscape, and ensuring coverage
is available and affordable, this session will explore
recent developments and expected reforms for the
future as Ireland attempts to unlock its potential as a
centre of regional and international insurance.

Michael Corrigan
Partner
Corrigan & Corrigan Solicitors

Jacqueline Thornton
Director of Regulation & Policy
Development
Insurance Ireland

C2. Risk workshop

Julia Graham

Risk managing disease
and duty of care

CEO
Airmic

The Florin
The pandemic brough the management of disease
into the spotlight but is the pandemic a memory or
a continued threat? As travel takes off again are we
maintaining our duty for those in our care? This session
will examine the disease landscape, looking after
travelers, providing associated risk management and
insurance, and the role that standards can have to play
as we look over the horizon.

Niall Smyth
Senior Underwriter, Accident &
Health
Chubb

Leigh Hall
Senior Originator, Munich Re Markets
Munich Re

Steve Bradley
Partnerships Director,
Northern Europe
International SOS
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ESG: Can captives add
value to group strategy?
The Banking Hall
The commercial market is increasingly factoring
ESG metrics into its underwriting decisions, while
corporations are putting more emphasis on their own
ESG credentials. This panel will examine what role
captives have to play in supporting the parent group’s
ESG objectives and adding value to group strategy.

Emma Sansom
Head of Captive Services
Zurich Commercial UK

Lorraine Stack
Managing Director
Marsh Captive Solutions,
International

Tom Laidler
Global Partner & Distribution
Manager
Zurich Insurance Company

Tanguy Gaidoni
General Manager
Wagram Insurance Company DAC

Driving transformaon
in risk and insurance
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D. Breakout Sessions
14.45 - 15.30

D1. Insurance workshop

Michelle O’Neill

Aviation in the spotlight

Partner - Financial Lines
McGill and Partners

The Florin

Harry Fehily

Over the last several years, the aviation market has
experienced considerable turbulence. The impact of
the Covid-19 pandemic and the Russian invasion of
Ukraine have dealt severe blows. How has this affected
the Republic of Ireland, which has long been a centre
of aviation leasing and insurance coverage? What
fundamental advantages does Ireland possess that
will continue to reinforce this position and what new
technological innovations are in the pipeline to make it
easier for carriers to provide coverage.

Managing Partner
Holmes Law

John Moroney
Project Glenomra Advisor
University of Limerick
This session, provided by McGill and Partners, and
the University of Limerick, will examine the history
of Ireland’s role in the aviation market, and how it
plans to remain at the leading edge of this field.

D2. Risk workshop

Considering the gender gap
The Banking Hall
Diverse, fair and inclusive cultures foster connections,
increase acceptance and tolerance, create trust and
improve morale. All of these are important, but an
effective DE&I strategy also improves an organisation’s
bottom line. The CBI considers a lack of diversity and
inclusion at senior management and board level in
organisations to be a leading indicator of elevated
behaviour and culture risks, with a gender pay gap
within an organisation typically being an indicator of
a lack of gender diversity at senior levels. The island’s
risk and insurance community is struggling to attract
and retain talent to service a vibrant sector, although
the 2022 Diversity Survey undertaken by Deloitte with
Insurance Ireland and Brokers Ireland reported an
increase in female representation across all levels and
all firms.
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Dexter Tang
Global Equity Manager
Google

Ciara Regan
Partner, Actuarial, Reward & Analytics
Deloitte

Glenn Ellis
Airmic Board Member
The panel will examine how organisations are
looking to build upon these improvements,
and which actions in areas such as recruitment,
retention, succession planning and return-to-office
work arrangements might pay off in the long run.

Island of Ireland Forum
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D3. Captive workshop

The future
– talent, tax and tech
The Guinea
Captive utilisation has increased significantly over the
past three years with captive insurers only becoming
more sophisticated risk financing vehicles for the group.
This panel will answer ‘what is next for captives?’
as new technology becomes available, the tax and
compliance landscape changes, and reinsurance
strategies evolve.

Martin Scullion
General Manager
Probus Insurance Company Europe
DAC

Steve Norman
Senior IPT Compliance Manager
TMF Group

Andrew Ewen
Partner Head of Specialty Business
Development – Ireland
McGill and Partners

David Power
CEO
Insurwave

15.30 - 16.00

Networking Break
The Reserve

Driving transformaon
in risk and insurance
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16.00 - 16.30

Combatting greenwashing
– the responsibilities and
response of the insurance
industry to climate change
The Banking Hall
Driven by a groundswell of consumer and shareholder
demand for action on climate change and
environmentally damaging activity, corporations are
increasingly under pressure to demonstrate sustainable
practices and products. From green and sustainable
financial instruments, to revised production methods
and sustainable underwriting, the field has quickly
become crowded. The major new risk to emerge from
this trend, however, is the danger of ‘greenwashing’ –
the presentation of goods and services as sustainable,
when in fact they are not. Who decides what is
sustainable? Are national or supranational sustainability
taxonomies truly feasible? What are the legal, financial
and potentially existential threats if a company is
accused, or worse, found guilty of greenwashing? This
session will attempt to answer these questions and
provide suggestions for how brokers, insurers and
risk managers can make sustainable progress while
protecting themselves from potential shareholder or
regulatory action.
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Moderator:

John Deane-O’Keeffe
Criminologist & Lecturer in Forensic
Psychology
University of St Mark & St John

Moyagh Murdock
CEO
Insurance Ireland

Cathie Shannon
Director of Insurance
Brokers Ireland

Owen McQuade
Managing Director
bmf Business Services

Island of Ireland Forum

16.30 - 17.15

Keynote - The Future of
The Profession
The Banking Hall
Risk management is a strategic capability for every
organisation. In a complex and connected world,
organisations are being forced to rethink how they
keep up with the speed of new risks emerging and
the profile of known risks changing. In this context,
risk professionals will need to step up engagement
with their peers and leaders, bring them into risk
conversations, and use language all can understand.
This final panel will explore the opportunities available
for risk professionals, and the knowledge and skills
required to seize them. Whether these be in the
more traditional risk and insurance competencies or
in subjects including ESG, finance, or technology and
information, the profession offers “something for
everyone”. The panel will share their personal journeys
and how they are navigating their professional futures.

Julia Graham
CEO
Airmic

Áine Burns
Insurance Placement Manager
Irish Water

Karen Ward
Senior Insurance Manager
Tarmac

Judith Wylie
Senior Lecturer, Department of Acc,
Finance & Economics
Ulster University
Moderator:

Glenn Ellis
Airmic Board Member

17.15 - 18.30

Evening Reception
Mint Bar. Lower ground floor.

www.airmicforums.com
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Events Calendar
 6 December 2022

Enterprise Risk Management Forum
Hilton Hotel, London

 21 March 2023

Captives Forum
Lloyd’s of London

 19 - 21 June 2023

Annual Conference
Manchester

 19 October 2023

Island of Ireland Forum
Westin Hotel, Dublin

Thank you
to our Sponsors
P LATINU M SP ONS O RS

EVENT SP ONSORS
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